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Worksheet 3 : « Donato’s bedroom»  

 
 

 

 

A2- trouver une information pertinente dans un site internet 

 

Donato is a hard working hairstylist with little time for anything except his family and work. 
Married to Grace, his attractive wife of 21 years, the couple enjoys the dolce vita when they 
can. But they are homebodies at heart; doting on their two young sons and their extended 
close-knit Italian family. Grace has been bugging Donato for ages to do "something" With 
their bedroom, but he's not big on D.I.Y. While Donato is working at the salon, slaving over a 
hot hair dryer, little does he know that Grace has smuggled Facelift into the couple's bedroom 
to work on a sizzling new look! 

http://www.debbietravisfacelift.com/episodes/20030225/ 

 
Name: 

Job/occupation: 

Information about his personality: 

Wife’s name: 

Wife’s age: 

Children: 

Room to redecorate: 

 

 

 

B1- comprendre un documentaire 

 

PART1 (����03:29) 

 

Watch the credits of the show and tick what you must be prepared to (35 seconds) 

 

□ something true 

□ be shocked 

□ be helpful 

□ be surprised 

□ be serious 

□ plot against something you love 

□ be trusted 

□ be talented 

□ be very pleased 

□ be strong 

□ be secretive 

□ be polite 
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Complete the description of what you see with the words below 

 

The man, Donato, is ……………………his wife good bye. He is ………………..into his car. He is 

………………….away. Debbie Travis, the show presenter, is …………………her make-up done in the 

kitchen. She is ……………………………by Grace, the man’s wife. 

Driving/ Kissing/ having/ getting/ welcomed 

 

Reorder the handymen’s actions: 

… Remove the carpet 

… Patch wall holes 

… Hoover the floor 

… Take the mouldings off 

… Put a new floor 

 

According to Debbie Travis, why is the floor a good choice? choose between the two words 

which one the presenter uses. 

 

On top of the floor/ door base, we’re putting in the latest in cork floors. Now these/the cork floor can 

go right/ straight over linoleum, vinyl, even ceramic tile. They’re fast to install/in store because 

there’s no nailing/sailing or gluing. They come in wide lengths/ strengths which are cut to fit on sides 

and then knocked into place. Even/seven with accidents this floor has only taken three hours to 

install. 

 

Find the English equivalent from the extract above

 

Carrelage : 

Installer : 

Clouer : 

Coller : 

Longueur : 

Ajuster : 

Taper : 

 

List three advantages of that floor: 

1:………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2:………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3:………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Grace interrupts because: 

 

□ she is happy that the take the mouldings off 

□ she is surprised they take the moulding off 

□ she doesn’t want the mouldings to be taken off 
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A2- dresser une liste, rédiger une note simple  

 

PART 2 (���� 04:16) 

 

List what has been changed 

 

Before After  

 
 

The mirror was… 

It was above… 

There used to be a … on 

the… 

 

Now the mirror is… 

There is no … anymore 
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A2- trouver une information pertinente dans un site internet 

 

http://www.debbietravisfacelift.com/episodes/20030225/ 

 

BeforeBeforeBeforeBefore    
Although the furniture is expensive, its dated elegance screams Eighties passé. The 

wrought iron (fer forgé) 'Fairy Princess' headboard and the overly fancy flounces on 

the windows are going to be replaced with a more contemporary look. 

 
The old bedroom dated from the: □1970  □ 1980   □ 1990 

 

The headboard is:  

□ at the top of the bed □ the mirror above the dresser □ the mirror in the bathroom 
 
The flounces refers to: □ the bed sheets □ the curtain □ the carpet 
 
    

AfterAfterAfterAfter    
The bedroom makeover looks sophisticated and sensuous. The simple design, 

modern and chic. We freshened up the attractive white dressers with a 

shimmering silver trim (ornement) and pewter (étain) handles, adding legs for 

streamlining and height. The padded headboard (comfy for night-time 

reading) the full-length curtains and the en-suite bathroom, were done in 

neutral tones for understated elegance. Finally, the wall-to-wall beige carpet 

was ripped out and replaced with a rich dark warm-to-the-touch cork 

flooring by Torlys. Bellissima! 
 

List the words which refer to: 

(to be used for help : http://www.lexilogos.com/anglais_langue_dictionnaires.htm ) 

 

Feelings and emotions: 

Fashion: 

Design objects: 

Colours: 

 

Explain in English the words: 

 

“wall-to-wall carpet”:………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

“en-suite bathroom”:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 


